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Abstract In this paper, we prove that every rank one cubic derivation on a unital integral domain is identically
zero. From this conclusion, under certain conditions, we achieve that the image of a cubic derivation on a
commutative algebra is contained in the Jacobson radical of algebra. As the main result of the current study,
we prove that every cubic derivation on a finite dimensional algebra, under some circumstances, is identically
zero.

Mathematics Subject Classification 47B47 · 47B48
ملخصال

من هذا االستنتاج، وفي ظل شروط معينة، نثبت .أن أي اشتقاق تكعيبي من الرتبة األولى على مجال صحيح واحدي يطابق الصفرنثبت في هذه الورقة، 
تكعيبي شتقاقأن صورة االشتقاق التكعيبي على جبرية إبدالية محتواة في أساسي جاكوبسون لتلك الجبرية. كنتيجة رئيسية في هذه الدراسة، نثبت أن كل ا

طابق الصفر.على جبرية منتهية البعد ي

1 Introduction and preliminaries

Throughout this paper, A denotes an associative complex algebra. If A is unital, then 1 stands for its unit
element. Before describing the aim of the paper, let us recall some basic definitions and set the notations which
we use in the sequel. An algebra A is said to be a domain if A �= {0}, and either a = 0 or b = 0, whenever
ab = 0 in A. A commutative algebra which is also a domain is called an integral domain. As usual, rad(A)
denotes the Jacobson radical of A. Recall that the Jacobson radical is the intersection of all primitive ideals
of an algebra. An algebra A is called semi-simple if rad(A) = {0}. A non-zero linear functional ϕ is called
a character if ϕ(ab) = ϕ(a)ϕ(b) for every a, b ∈ A. By �A, we denote the set of all characters on A. We
know that ker ϕ is a maximal ideal of A for each ϕ ∈ �A (see [5]). Recall that a linear mapping d : A → A
is called a derivation if it satisfies the Leibnitz’s rule d(ab) = d(a)b + ad(b) for all a, b ∈ A. In [7], Eshaghi
Gordji et al. introduced the concept of a cubic derivation. A mapping d : A → A is called a cubic derivation
if d is a cubic homogeneous mapping, that is d(λa) = λ3d(a) (λ ∈ C, a ∈ A), and d(ab) = d(a)b3 + a3d(b)
for all a, b ∈ A. The research to date has been focused on investigating stability of cubic derivations (see
[7,8,12,26]). In the present note, we are going to investigate this concept from another perspective. The image
of derivations has a fairly long history. Results on the image of derivations defined onBanach algebras comprise
a fruitful area of research intensively developed during the last sixty years (see [9,13–15,17,24,25]). After
considerations regarding this topic, no articlewas found to study the image of cubic derivations. In this paper,we
establish some permanence results of cubic derivations. Here, we are planning to prove some results similar to
Singer–Wermer theorem and Thomas theorem for cubic derivations. In 1955, Singer andWermer [24] achieved
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a fundamental result which started investigation into the range of derivations on Banach algebras. The so-called
Singer–Wermer theorem states that any continuous derivation on a commutative Banach algebra maps into the
Jacobson radical. In the same paper, they made a very insightful conjecture that the assumption of continuity
is superfluous. In 1988, Thomas [25] proved the conjecture. According to this result, every derivation on a
commutative Banach algebra maps the algebra into its radical. To achieve some results on the image of cubic
derivations, we prove that every rank one cubic derivation on a unital integral domain is identically zero. As a
conclusion from this, it is proved that if A is a unital algebra and d : A → A is a cubic derivation such that
d(a) − d(b) ∈ ker ϕ whenever a − b ∈ ker ϕ for every a, b,∈ A and ϕ ∈ �A, then d(A) ⊆ ⋂

ϕ∈�A ker ϕ.
In particular, if A is also commutative, then d(A) ⊆ rad(A). At the end of the paper, we are going to make
clear the status of cubic derivations on some finite dimensional algebras. To reach this goal, let n be a positive
integer and A be an n-dimensional unital algebra with the basis B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn}. Furthermore, suppose
that for every integer k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, an ideal Jk generated by B − {bk}, is a proper subset of A. If d : A → A
is a cubic derivation such that d(a) − d(b) ∈ Jκ whenever a − b ∈ Jκ for every a, b ∈ A and 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
then d is identically zero.

2 Results and proofs

Throughout the following discussion, an operation T : A → A is called a rank one operator if there exist a
non-zero element x of A and a functional ψ : A → C such that T (a) = ψ(a)x for all z ∈ A. Since the case
�A = φ makes everything trivial, we consider �A ad a non-empty set. Now, we begin with the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.1 Every rank one cubic derivation on a unital integral domain is identically zero.

Proof LetA be a unital integral domain. To obtain a contradiction, suppose that there exists a non-zero element
a0 ∈ A such that d(a0) �= 0. Since d is a rank one cubic derivation, there exist a non-zero element x ofA and
a functional ψ : A → C such that d(a) = ψ(a)x for all a ∈ A. Evidently, ψ(a0) �= 0, and d(1) = 0. Assume
that d(x) = 0. So,ψ(x)x = 0 and it implies thatψ(x) = 0.We haveψ(a20)x = d(a20) = d(a0)a30+a30d(a0) =
2a30d(a0) = 2a30ψ(a0)x = 2ψ(a0)a30x . Therefore, we have

0 = (ψ(a20))
3d(x) = d(ψ(a20)x) = d(2ψ(a0)a

3
0x)

= 8(ψ(a0))
3[d(a30)x

3 + a90d(x)]
= 8(ψ(a0))

3d(a30)x
3

Previous equation along with the assumption that A is a domain implies that d(a30) = 0. Thus,

0 = d(a30) = d(a20a0) = d(a20)a
3
0 + a60d(a0)

= [d(a0)a
3
0 + a30d(a0)]a30 + a60d(a0)

= 3a60d(a0).

Reusing the hypothesis thatA is a domain, we obtain that d(a0) = 0 which it is a contradiction. Now suppose
that d(x) �= 0. This implies that ψ(x) �= 0. Note that

ψ(x2)x = d(x2) = 2x3d(x) = 2ψ(x)x4. (2.1)

If ψ(x2) = 0, then it follows from Eq. (2.1) that either ψ(x) = 0 or x4 = 0, but we know that both of

them are non-zero. This contradiction shows that ψ(x2) must be non-zero. Putting ψ(x2)
2ψ(x) = h in Eq. (2.1), we

have x4 − hx = 0; factoring out x on the left, we obtain that x(x3 − h1) = 0. Consequently, either x = 0
which it is a contradiction, or x3 = h1. We, therefore, have 0 = h3d(1) = d(h1) = d(x3) = d(xx2) =
d(x)x6 + x3d(x2) = 3x6d(x). Since A is a domain, either x6 = 0 or d(x) = 0, which it is a contradiction.
This contradiction shows that there is no element a0 of A such that d(a0) �= 0. Therefore, d is identically
zero. ��

Now, we present the following corollary.
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Corollary 2.2 Every rank one derivation on a unital integral domain is identically zero.

Proof See the above proof. ��
In the following corollary, we achieve a result similar to Thomas’s theorem for the image of cubic deriva-

tions.

Corollary 2.3 Let A be a unital algebra and d : A → A be a cubic derivation. If d(a) − d(b) ∈ kerϕ
whenever a − b ∈ kerϕ for every a, b ∈ A and ϕ ∈ �A, then d(A) ⊆ ⋂

ϕ∈�A ker ϕ. In particular, if A is
also commutative, then d(A) ⊆ rad(A).

Proof For an arbitrary element ϕ ∈ �A, define a map D : A
ker ϕ → A

ker ϕ by D(a + ker ϕ) = d(a) + ker ϕ for

every a ∈ A. Evidently, the algebra A
ker ϕ is a unital, integral domain (i.e., it is a unital, commutative domain)

and it follows from Proposition 1.3.37 of [5] that dim( A
ker ϕ ) = 1. So, D is a rank one cubic derivation on

the unital integral domain A
ker ϕ . Now, Theorem 2.1 implies that the cubic derivation D is identically zero. It

means that d(A) ⊆ ker ϕ and since we are assuming ϕ is an arbitrary element of �A, d(A) ⊆ ⋂
ϕ∈�A ker ϕ.

It is obvious that if A is commutative, then
⋂

ϕ∈�A ker ϕ = rad(A) (see [5]). Thus, the last assertion is also
proved. ��

At the end, we observe cubic derivations on unital finite-dimensional algebras. So, let n be a positive
integer andA be an n-dimensional unital algebra with the basis B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn}. We prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.4 Suppose that for every integer k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, an ideal Jk generated by B − {bk} is a proper
subset of A. If d : A → A is a cubic derivation such that d(a) − d(b) ∈ Jk whenever a − b ∈ Jk for every
a, b ∈ A, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, then d is identically zero.

Proof Evidently, dim( A
Jk

) = 1 for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We claim that Jk is a maximal ideal ofA for each
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Namely, ifJk is not a maximal ideal ofA for some k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, then there exists a maximal
ideal Mk of A such that Jk ⊂ Mk ⊂ A. But then n − 1 = dim(Jk) < dim(Mk) < n, a contradiction.
Hence, every Jk must be a maximal ideal of A. It follows from Corollary 1.3.45 of [5] that every Jk is a
prime ideal. Moreover, according to Proposition 1.3.37 of [5] for every maximal ideal Jk (1 ≤ k ≤ n), there
exists a character ϕk ∈ �A such Jk = kerϕk . So, the algebra A

Jk
= A

ker ϕk
is an integral domain. Based on

the aforementioned assumption, we have d(a) − d(b) ∈ Jk whenever a − b ∈ Jk for every a, b ∈ A and
1 ≤ k ≤ n. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that the cubic derivation D : A

Jk
→ A

Jk
defined by

D(a + Jk) = d(a) + Jk is identically zero. It means that d(A) ⊆ Jk , for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Hence,
d(A) ⊆ ⋂n

k=1 Jk . Assume that there is an element a0 of A such that d(a0) �= 0. Since B = {b1, b2, . . . , bn}
is a basis for A, there exist the complex numbers αi j , and the elements bi j of B such that

d(a0) =
m∑

j=1

αi j bi j = αi1bi1 + αi2bi2 + · · · + αim bim , (m ≤ n) (2.2)

Since d(A) ⊆ Jk for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we may assume that d(A) ⊆ Ji1 = B − {bi1}. Therefore, we
have

d(a0) = αi1bi1 + αi2bi2 + · · · + αim bim ∈ Ji1 . (2.3)

The previous equation shows that bi1 ∈ Ji1 , which is a contradiction. This contradiction proves our assertion
that d is identically zero on A. ��
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